Introduction
In this paper, we will address the well known problem of the apparent non-linear ow of temporal information in narrative. We will show that many seeming exceptions to the Strong Narrative Hypothesis (snh) (Polanyi, 1987) which states that the order of event clauses in a text is isomorphic with the order of events in the model of the text can be accommodated within the snh when the hierarchical structure of the narrative text itself is understood. In our discussion in the present paper we will use the formal machinery of the Linguistic Discourse Model (ldm), a recursive discourse grammar developed by Polanyi and Scha in a series of papers (Polanyi and Scha 1984; Polanyi 1987 Polanyi , 1988 Polanyi , 1996 Pr ust, Scha and van den Berg 1994; Scha and Polanyi 1988) to suggest a proper treatment of some classes of putative counterexamples to the snh. In doing so, our aim is to demonstrate the utility of the ldm framework in helping to identify and resolve complex issues in the structure and interpretation of natural discourse.
Interpretation of temporal relations in discourse
A common view on narrative texts is to regard them essentially as linear sequences of event clauses which push the \position" on the time-line further and further. These event clauses encode non-habitual, speci c states of a airs which are to be interpreted as instantaneous. are distinguished in the world's languages from non-event clauses morphosyntactically, using tense marking, particles, etc. (Labov and Waletzsky 1967; Labov 1972; Longacre, 1976; Kamp and Rohrer 1983; Hinrichs 1986; Dowty 1986 ). This view of narrative restated in Polanyi (1987) as The Strong Narrative Hypothesis (snh) holds that: The order of event clauses in a narrative is isomorphic with the order of events in the semantic model of the text.
The temporal interpretation of a simple at narrative text such as (1): (1) (a) John came to the door. can be schematically represented as in (2) in which the text of (1) expresses some states of a airs in some world W and interpreting T is the incremental process of constructing a model C from the information in the text. The semantic representation of the narrative itself is represented informally in a simple box notation in which the top part of the box shows the social and textual indexes at which interpretation occurs and the bottom part of the box shows the propositions interpreted at these indexes in the order they would be assigned in a recursive data structure resulting from a procedure of formal discourse interpretation 2 .
interaction{Speaker/Addressee speech event{Conversation genre unit{Story modality{realis polarity{positive point of view-p John came to the door (at t 1 ) John left the groceries (at t 2 ) I put the groceries away (at t 3 )
John left (at t 4 )
While the simple narrative in (1a{d), a simple listing of events in time, presents no problems to the snh, other structures commonly found in narratives such as ashbacks, causal elaborations, commentaries, governed main clauses, reported speech, repairs and entropic actions present more di culty. In the remainder of this section, we will give an example of each of these phenomena in turn and discuss the problems each presents for the initial formulation of the snh. In the next section, we will present an overview of the machinery of the Linguistic Discourse Model (ldm) which we will use to analyze each of these classes of apparent counterexample in order to determine how the snh as given above must be amended to provide a more adequate generalization of the ow of narrative time.
Putative counterexamples to the SNH
Probably the best known apparent counterexample to the snh is the ashback. As exempli ed in the following example, there are cases when the forward progression of time is interrupted and an event clause or sequence of event clauses intended to be interpreted as having taken place previous to the last mainline timepoint is interpolated between event clauses intended to be interpreted at immediately adjoining timepoints:
(4) John came home and left the groceries. He'd stopped for gas on the way home. And then visited his grandmother. I put them away and then he left.
Using the box notation, the interpretation of this narrative containing a ashbacked interlude is represented as shown below: In examples such as the following discussed in Moens and Steedman (1988) and Lascarides and Asher (1991) among other places, a second event may provide an explanation of how a rst event came about:
(6) John fell. Bill pushed him.
In the cases of causal subordination as we term examples of this sort, the second event clause receives an interpretation in which it preceded the rst in time.
When we return to discuss this example later on in the paper, the interpretation indexes which may appear merely decorative and straightforward in the two preceding examples will take on a critical role. 3 In the case of commentary as shown here, an entire explanatory dialogue may be interpolated in the middle of a linear temporal sequence:
(7) John came home and left the groceries. Oh. Why did he do that? Because he'd stopped for gas on the way home. And then visited his grandmother. Anyway, I put them away and then he left.
The interpolated dialogue itself may contain event clauses, as this example does, which appear to provide counter examples to the snh since an event mentioned in as interpolated dialogue need not follow in time the last event before the interrupting discussion took place, The temporal order of the text which we intuitively assign to this discourse does not seem to obey the constraints of the snh.
Similar problems may arise in the interpretation of text including reported speech such as the following example:
(8) John came home and left the groceries. I asked why he was late. He said, I stopped for gas on the way home. And then visited my grandmother. So I said \OK". I put them away and then he left.
In this case, as was the case for our commentary example, the segment of reported speech may itself contain event clauses. However,just as in the commentary, we do not interpret John's stopping for gas. in this example as having taken place after John's leaving the groceries.
Cases of the Governed main clause (gmc) such as in example (9) are elaborations much as the ashback or causal elaboration cases we have already discussed. However, in gmc constructions, one event is expanded upon in a series of subsequent event clauses which are interpreted as reporting the same event at a di erent level of granularity so that several sub-events which had been earlier packaged together into one event are each presented alone. (See ?? below): (9) John came home and left the groceries in the pantry. Then he went to the kitchen. He got the ice cream out of the freezer. He opened the door found the unopened container way in the back and grabbed it. Then he jerked it out with one powerful motion. He got himself a bowl from the cupboard, served out a big helping and went to the living room to watch TV. I put away the groceries. Then he left.
There remain two other classes of counterexamples to discuss: repairs and the cases of entropic action. Repairs involve the replacement of one piece of information in the semantic representation of a text by another piece of information which is encoded subsequent to the information to be replaced. In such repairing segments include event clauses such as example (10), once again the snh appears to make an incorrect prediction. However, analyzing of all of the phenomena presented so far under the ldm will allow us to salvage the snh with relatively minor adjustments. Cases of entropic action such as the example below present more of a challenge for our approach.
(11) But as soon as the Mariner, who was a man of in nite-resources-andsagacity, found himself truly inside the whale's dark inside cupboards, he stumped and he jumped and he thumped and he bumped, and he pranced and he danced, and he banged and he clanged, and he hit and he bit, and he leaped and he creeped, and he prowled and he howled, and he hopped and he dropped, and he cried and he sighed, and he crawled and he bawled, and he stepped and he lept,, and he danced hornpipes where he shouldn't and the whale felt most unhappy indeed.
Rudyard Kipling. How the whale got his throat, p. 11] In this case, we do not assign a unique and linearized order to the Mariner's many actions after nding himself truly inside the whale's inside cupboards. We assume some instances of stumping, jumping, prowling, sighing etc. on the part of the Mariner, but we do not assume that the text is instructing us that a prowling following a jumping and preceded a sighing, each of which occurred at a discrete instant in the world modeled by the text. On the contrary, we assume that a somewhat chaotic scene is being reported in which, over a period of time, the Mariner might have engaged in one or another of these activities in no set order. The Linguistic Discourse Model to which we now turn will provide us with many notions for accounting for all of these challenges to the snh but to give us clues about the interpretation of entropic action we shall have to reach somewhat beyond formal mechanisms.
Overview of the Linguistic Discourse Model
The Linguistic Discourse Model (ldm) is designed to provide the tools needed to understand discourse syntactic and semantic processes. The model consists of a context free grammar implementing incremental discourse parsing and a language to describe the structured semantic component that results from the parsing process. Under the ldm discourse interpretation is treated as the incremental construction of a recursive data structure representing the interpretation of the \discourse".
The ldm is a theory of discourse interpretation modeled as a parser which incrementally builds a structural and semantic representation of a source text.
Under the ldm, the surface structure of discourse is composed of discourse constituent units (dcus) and discourse operators (dos) . dcus carry propositional information (they are \of type t"), while dos carry non-propositional information. Both dcus and dos are de ned in a joined recursion starting with basic expressions.
An elementary Discourse Constituent Unit is a (minimal) utterance encoding a single event or state of a airs indexed for physical and socially constructed situation of utterance (real or modeled), modality, polarity, speci city, point of view, etc. An elementary dcu may have the form of a simple sentence or clause but that need not be the case. They translate as basic quanti cational expressions.
Elementary Discourse Operators express non-propositional information, specifying relationships among dcus, the attitude of the speaker towards what is being said, meta-information about the state of the discourse, etc. These operators include logical operators, vocatives, a rmations/disa rmations and many types of particles, exclamations and connectives. They also include modi ers, which make a complex do out of a (usually elementary) dcu. Complex dcus are composed from elementary dcus by:
Coordination (which creates lists of many types including topic chains and narratives. Subordination (of "interrupting" elements whether semantically related or not). Binary attachment (Questions, asymmetric logical operations,.. . ). Embedding under an appropriate (dcu-modifying) do (modals, temporal modi ers,.. . ).
In accordance with rules of discourse grammar, incoming dcus are attached to an appropriate existing or newly created node, labelled Coordination, Subordination or Binary, on the right edge of a discourse parse tree. Only dcus on the right edge of the parse tree are available for further processing, because these are the only once that can still be said to be \under construction": 
Sentence Grammar and Discourse Grammar
The above characterization of the most basic units of discourse as consituting \elementary predications" poses a problem for the interaction of discourse grammar with sentence grammars. Traditionally, the process of parsing a discourse is split into two parts. First the discourse units |in such case usually considered to be sentences| are parsed in some standard syntactic theory of sentence grammar, and then these units are combined together following the rules of discourse grammar. Recently, this two step approach has also come under attack from the sentence grammar side. It has been observed that disambiguation, not only of the meaning, but also of the structure of a sentence, is guided by recent utterances (cf. Lang 1977 for observations concerning meaning, and Bod 1995 x8.2, for suggestions about structure).
From the side of discourse grammar the following examples illustrate the problem. All three contain two elementary dcus: In the last two case, standard sentence syntax will analyze this as one unit: there is an overlap between the realms of sentence and discourse grammar. The only solution to both the problem of context sensitivity of sentence grammar and the problem of partitioning the discourse in natural units seems to be to de ne one uniform grammar for both sentences and discourse. Achieving this is still far away, currently it seems best to rely on existing sentence grammars.
Discourse semantics
So far, we have not said anything speci c about discourse semantics and how this interacts with the discourse construction rules. and it is not our intention here to provide a treatment of this complex subject. However, it is adressed in (van den berg 1996b), where the resolution of nominal anaphora is discussed. The approach in that paper can be adopted without much adjustment to cover the temporal cases we deal with in this paper.
4 Discourse structure and temporal interpretation
In this section, we will present analyses of the classes of apparent counterexamples to the snh presented earlier. We will show how the ldm framework sheds light on the regulation of interpretation of time in narrative discourse as well as how an orderly interpretations of temporal development emerges from seemingly complex surface orderings of event clauses.
Discourse subordination and the ow of Narrative Time
Under an ldm, many of the classes of apparent counterexamples to the snh presented above are subordinated to the narrative timeline which they interrupt; the interrupted mainline is represented as a Narrative list at the Coordination node dominating the subordinated constituents while the mainline narrative remains accessible for resumption. Once closed o by attachment of a dcu to a higher node to its right, however, the subordinated \interrupting" constituent is no longer available for continuation { syntactically or semantically. In this way, the forward motion of narrative time which the snh suggests results from a sequence of event clauses is seen to be an e ect of event clauses interpreted relative to the same domain structurally (i.e. as daughters of the same dominating narrative Coordination) and, as we shall see, semantically
as well as only dcus interpreted relative to the same set of indexes participate in the same narrative coordination and thus can be constituent actions on the same narrative mainline. This di ers from the narrative case of the same sequences of clauses in which the parse tree can be drawn as follows:
C-Narrative b (Bill pushed him) a (John fell) P P P P P P In the narrative case, the instructions to semantics result in the construction of the following representation which di ers signi cantly from the representation for its causal elaboration counterpart: (17) interaction{Speaker/Addressee speech event{Conversation genre unit{Story modality{realis polarity{positive point of view-p John fell (at t 1 ) Bill pushed John (at t 2 )
In our view, there is no ambiguity between these two counterparts which consist of identical syntactic arrangements of identical morphemes. Despite the similarities in the case of these written English examples we maintain these two strings are not identical and that one need not bring in world knowledge or specialized reasoning to assign the correct readings to the strings. Our arguments are based on evidence from Dutch and prosodic evidence from English.
When we consider the translation of these counterparts into Dutch, we notice that they receive very di erent translations. It is not possible to translate the narrative case with Jan viel. Bill had 'm geduwd. nor is it possible to translate the causal elaboration with fJan viel. Bill duwde 'm. The inability to translate the phenomenon into Dutch 5 suggests that what we are seeing here is not some very deep universal semantic phenomenon but possibly merely a super cial phenonemon of English. Even this status, however, is rather more than the \ambiguity" deserves since when one considers spoken English rather than written English the apparent identity in form between the two cases disappears in this language as well. Prosodically, the narrative case John fell. Bill pushed him is realized using a listing intonation while, when these strings are communicating a case of causal elaboration, John fell. Bill pushed him. are prosodically realized so that the elaborating clauses are encoded with markedly lower pitch and volume. There is thus really no more \ambiguity" in these forms than in the past and present tense forms of the verb read in I read (/rid/) a lot of books everyday versus I read (/r"d/) a lot of books in the past. While in written English they may be spelled identically, they are not realized phonologically in the same way. Perhaps we need not, therefore, develop complex theories of disambiguation to account for di erences in assigning meanings to these two forms.
The Causal Elaboration Case
A commentary which is interpolated in the middle of a linear temporal sequence may be topically unrelated to the ongoing narrative or, as in the case of the example discussed earlier, may contain material relevant to the narrative: In this case, the interpolated commentary will be subordinated to the interrupted narrative which will remain structurally accessible for completion. The parse tree the ldm assigns to this example is shown below: (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (  (   a (come In the cases of elaboration covered so far, the elaborated information added substantially new information to the discourse, often providing motivation for actions on the main narrative line. In the case of the governed main clause, the information added merely expands upon an event already known by presenting it at a greater degree of magni cation so that what occurred in the narrative world can be observed in more detail.
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Governed main clause
Governed main clause (gmc) constructions consist of well formed event clauses which are related to the events of the main narrative but do not advance its time line. Like ashbacks and causal elaborations, gmcs are elaborations. In narrative gmc constructions, the granularity of description of some events di ers in the governing and governed structures: the governed dcus provide a more complex, ner grained breakdown of an event reported in the structurally superior dcu. The common factor in ashbacks, explanatory/evidential dcus, and the GMC is the shift in indexes. The snh holds only for event clauses interpreted at the same indexes. Consider the following story adapted from Linde, 1980: Renting the apartment Narrative structure and NP-anaphora Our analysis of the GMC supports Partee's (1984) observation of the similarity between entities and events as can be seen from the following examples:
(21) a There is some food the freezer. There is some spinach. There are some noodles. And there is some delicious ice cream.
b John took some food from the freezer. He took some spinach. Then he took some noodles. Finally he helped himself to some delicious ice cream.
(21a) has a simple structure: rst, the food is mentioned as a whole. Then an elaboration of its content is given enumerating types of food. Therefore in ( 21 0 ): 21 0 There is some food the freezer. There is some spinach. There are some noodles and there is a large pink elephant.
The pink elephant must be a type of food, which is unlikely. Accordingly, the discourse is judged marked. Similarly, in the narrative case, the event-clause John took some food from the freezer introduces an event, which is further speci ed in the subsequent narrative. Just as the list of things in (21 0 ) cannot escape being a food because each item on the list is necessarily part of the entity the list elaborates upon, the embedded narrative can never push the time point beyond the interpretation time of the dominant event.
With this analysis of the gmc the narrative mainline is seen to emerge from the surface complexities of the text once the complex hierarchical structure of the discourse is revealed. The snh continues to obtain in cases of discourse subordination it is clear to which (sub)text the constraint must apply. The case of reported speech may also be treated as a discourse subordination, as we shall see, with the dcu corresponding to the reporting clause dominating a structurally subordinated segment of reported speech. However, a more elegant and complete solution which treats the reporting clause as a do is arguably preferable to the simpler dcu/dcu embedding structure.
Treatment of Reported Speech in the ldm
Under the simpler treatment, syntactically, the reported dcus are embedded as the right daughters of a Subordination node of the type Reported Speech, semantically, the entire reported Interaction in which the reported dcus were uttered is embedded relative to the Interaction in which the reporting event took place as is shown here 6 :
by side with an arrow indicating the predication for which the embedded constituent provides more detail. In the interrupting case, the boxes corresponding to syntactically dominant and syntactically embedded segments are side by side. There is no arrow between them. In all cases, relationships among the indexes at the top of each box makes clear the semantic relationships among the predications. while the semantics can be represented as shown:
Interaction:Individual X,Addressee Speech Event:Conversation Genre Unit:Story modality:realis point of view: 1 John came home at t 1 John left the groceries at t 2 John said at t 3 Interaction:Modeled John, Modeled Individual X Speech Event:Conversation modality:realis point of view: 1 John stopped for gas at t 1 John visited grandmother at t 2 Individual X put away groceries at t 4 John left at t 5
Although this treatment is adequate for the examples of reported speech we have been working with here, it is not adequate for the general case of reported speech in which often there is no explicit reporting clause but who is speaking is indicated tone of voice in spoken narration and change of speaker is signalled only through a simple alternation of quoted blocks on a printed page. A more uni ed treatment of reported speech would treat what appear to be a clausal structures (the He said. She said) as dos which serve to mark a shift in indexes of interpretation at a given moment in an unfolding discourse rather than as dcus which represent events on the event line. Developing this line of analysis further is beyond the scope of the present paper, however.
Treatment of Repair in the LDM
Unlike the other apparent counterexamples to the snh which were uniformly treated from a discourse syntactic point of view as subordinations, repair is handled as a Binary relation holding between a faulty constituent and the constituent which repairs it. Operating on the semantic representation, repair replaces the information in need of repair with new information. Consider example (25) The LDM assigns the following structural description to this discourse:
@ @ ? ?
P P P P P P P @ @ ? ?
otice that in the discourse parse tree all information is preserved while, unlike the subordinated case, the rightmost constituent in a repair dominates as indicated by the extension of the R node which corresponds to its right daughter rather than to the left daughter as in the case of an S node. In the semantic representation corresponding to the repaired discourse not all information is present. The instruction which discourse attachment at an R node sends to semantics is to replace information already in the representation with the newer, more correct, information. This property of discourse leads us to claim that while discourse syntax is monotonic, discourse semantics is non-monotonic; information is lost from the semantic representation in the case of repair as is shown in the example below.
interaction{Speaker/Addressee speech event{Conversation genre unit{Story modality{realis polarity{positive point of view-p John came to the door (at t 1 ) John left the groceries (at t 2 ) John called Mary (at t 3 ) John wrapped present (at t 4 ) I put the groceries away (at t 5 )
John left (at t 6 )
Treatment of Entropic Action in the LDM
The question of what we have termed here entropic action |sequences of verbs which ful ll all morphological and syntactic criteria for encoding instantaneous non-habitual and non-iterative sequential action and which nonetheless describe an unordered and iterative non-punctual swirl of activity | present a problem for the snh which can not be dealt with neatly by demonstrating how an embedded sequence of events does not interfere with the orderly unfolding of narration along a sequentially organized timeline. Something rather di erent is going on here and it is worth exploring some of the issues a bit, even if very brie y, informally and somewhat inconclusively. Consider once again this small paragraph from Rudyard Kipling's How the whale got his throat: But as soon as the Mariner, who was a man of in nite-resources-and-sagacity, found himself truly inside the whale's dark inside cupboards, he stumped and he jumped and he thumped and he bumped, and he pranced and he danced, and he banged and he clanged, and he hit and he bit, and he leaped and he creeped, and he prowled and he howled, and he hopped and he dropped, and he cried and he sighed, and he crawled and he bawled, and he stepped and he lept,, and he danced hornpipes where he shouldn't and the whale felt most unhappy indeed. One thing is certain, all of this complex action is happening more or less at once and more or less in an unordered fashion and it is only because language forces linearization are these actions presented in any given order at all. One impression one may have is of an observer trying to characterize just what sort of t the Mariner is throwing, trying to get it right, the observer tries rst one term and then another and then another over a period of time noticing still more dimensions to the man's behavior. Even though there are a multiplicity of verbs used, the impression one gets from reading this passage, especially in reading this passage aloud, is that there is not a multiplicity of actions being predicated but only one complicated rhythmic noisy physical engagement between the Mariner and the whale's interior. Where could this impression come from? Is it inference and world knowledge we would want to call upon particularly to aid us in understanding what is going on in this passage more than in understanding language in general? Or are there other sources of information which aid in building this impression?
To answer this question, let us consider the language of the piece beginning with he stumped and he jumped and he thumped and he bumped and continuing to he pranced and he danced, and he banged and he clanged. Take the very rst clausal pair he stumped and he jumped, they rhyme, of course, and their rhythm is enhanced by the syntactically unnecessary repetition of the pronoun he. Under the ldm, this couplet is coordinated under a C node which captures what these two dcus hold in common. In this case most of their syntactic structure, most of their phonological structure and a good deal of their lexical meaning: @ @ ? ?
he jumped he stumped C-he -umped (moving heavely up and down) When the next clause is encountered he thumped and then the next he bumped these are easily accommodated under the same C-node: X X X X X X X X X @ @ ? ?
he thumped he bumped he jumped he stumped C-he -umped (moving heavely up and down) By now the rhythm emerging from the repeated structure is very strong, strong enough to carry us across the breakdown of the he -umped paradigm and into the he -anced paradigm which still shares a great deal of structure with its sister { as both the he X-ed structure continues and the nature of the X-ing is basically the same as is the rhyming and the rhythm carried by the monosyllabicity of the couplet members. At this point, the parse tree looks like this: P P P P P P X X X X X X X X X @ @ ? ? While thumped, bumped, pranced, and danced primarily describe movement, they also suggest sounds. This connection of sound with movement is picked up in the next couplet he banged and he clanged but the balance between the two is reversed: in bang and clang there is rhythmic movement but predominately rhythmic loud sound. A higher level coordination is possible at this point and increasingly higher level Coordinations will be possible on and on until and he danced hornpipes where he shouldn't which breaks the pattern syntactically by introducing an object, hornpipes, and a long embedded clause, where he shouldn't, and breaks the pattern phonologically by introducing multisyllabicity (again with hornpipes and the long embedded clause and then semantically with shouldn't, which, by changing the polarity, signals the end of the entire interlude and moves the discourse to where the whale can participate as an experiencing subject and react to all of the Mariner's continuous rhythmic noisy behavior. Interestingly, this impression of ceaseless repetitive sound and motion is captured by the ldm as it recursively cranks through coordinating equivalent structures until all of those actions are captured by one C-dcu which is interpreted not at a series of moments in time, but at one moment. Thus, while the ldm demonstrates how in discourse a moment of time may be expanded with a gmc so that a number of actions can be seen to be constituitive of a higher level more general action, so, too, can it show how an apparent string of separate events are constituitive of one single higher level predicate which might obtain at one instant or over an interval of time depending on the precise nature of the actions described.
5 Conclusion: Revised SNH
In conclusion, we now consider once again the snh which we stated earlier held that:
The order of event clauses in a narrative is isomorphic with the order of events in the semantic model of the text.
Considering our analysis here, we conclude that the snh is essentially correct provided that (1) Proper components for the linear sequence are chosen, and (2) Constituents of the linear sequence are allowed to be complex. In our view, an understanding of the intricate workings of naturally occurring complex discourse is within reach. An adequate approach to the complexities of discourse must accommodate three essential insights:
Discourse syntax and semantic structure is not at. A discourse is interpreted (parsed) incrementally. The result of the interpretation procedure is a recursive data structure. Discourse syntax is interpreted monotonically. Corresponding semantics update may be non-monotonic (repair).
These are the three premises upon which the ldm is being developed.
